PARLIAMENTARY   REPUBLIC
the German universities, the task of the professor is not only to
teach, but also to contribute towards the advancement of know-
ledge. The number of professors was greatly increased; scholar-
ships were founded in order to attract students to the faculties,
and the holders of these scholarships started a movement which
soon brought independent students to join them, and, later, a
growing influx of women students. The considerable sums allotted
to the universities have enabled them to acquire the equipment
necessary for purposes of science and scholarship - laboratories,
machines, microscopes, collections, and libraries. Scientific and
learned research, organized on the German model, has developed
more and more into a work of collaboration between specialized
workers belonging to a teaching body. Almost all scientific work
is now done by professors.
JlNTELLECTUAL   EVOLUTION
At the same time the newspapers developed into industrial
enterprises demanding large capital and drawing their profits
mainly from commercial advertisements; so that, in order to reach
a wide public, they were forced to descend to the level of the lowest
grades of the population. The directors exhausted their ingenuity
in trying to arouse the interest of the least educated readers by
more and more varied means and ended by bringing within the
reach of the mass of the nation a quantity of material hitherto
reserved to the bourgeoisie. The publishers of cheap books per-
formed the same function for standard authors, popular scientific
works, and novels of adventure.
The habit of reading, formerly confined to a very small minority,
has spread to almost the whole of the town population, especially
through the newspapers sold in separate copies, which publish
articles on the most varied subjects. The reading of novels, es-
pecially when published in instalments in the daily papers, when
they are known as faittbtons, has become a general practice in
the towns and has begun to spread even to the country. The level
of information of the lower classes, at least in the towns, is in no
way inferior to that of the bourgeoisie before 1848.
The current speech has undergone a change, especially in Paris,
thanks to the influence of hastily written newspaper articles and
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